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A Message from The Crow
When it came time to think of a theme for this month’s issue, a few suggestions were
tossed out. While it might seem a natural jump for a Gothic publishing house to do a
“Krampus” or “Black Christmas” style issue, I pushed for a different theme: Dark
Solstice.
There are a myriad of celebrations that surround the Winter Solstice, which essentially
represents the light slowly coming back after the shortest day of the year (Dec 22nd).
Across cultures, it’s a celebration marked by candles, lights, and sparkle, all in the hopes
that light will come back quickly and the dark days of winter will be brief and painless.
But the dark days of winter do not disappear after December’s solstice. The nights are
still long and the weather is still blisteringly cold. Everything is dead or hybernating,
and the woods are still. I’m sure it comes as no surprise that this is my favorite time of
year. It’s my theory that people abhor winter and yearn for summer sunshine because
they have yet to make peace with darkness. Once the holidays end, winter becomes a
drudge and they long for spring flowers.
But I say learn to love the still, dead winter. Introversion can serve you well. I’ve
personally come up with some of my best ideas around this time of year. It can be a
perfect time to rest, read, and create. Summer will be here before we know it.
Appreciate the down time.
It’s my hope that you will curl up by the fire or be cocooned in a bundle of blankets,
and enjoy these unique tales of winter. Here at Quill & Crow, we are friends to the
dark.
Dreadfully Yours,

Cassandra L. Thompson
Cassandra L. Thompson
Founder & Editor-in-Chief
WWW.QUILLANDCROWPUBLISHINGHOUSE.COM
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Winter
Written by
David Middleham

"I was afraid, yes,
but also, I sensed
that had I opened
the window, I would
have been allowing
something in."

The snow kept falling. We watched from the
bedroom window as the drifts devoured the
garden. The charred bones of the rose bushes. The
crooked teeth of the picket fence. All lost to the
snow.
We threw things into the fire. Nothing we
would miss, for now. We wrapped a duvet around ourselves and talked about
books we had read. Candles burned, wax tears formed on fat pillars. Still forms cast
erratic shadows on the walls. There were discoloured shapes there, where pictures
once hung. We held each other. Slept like babes through the night.
By morning we woke, shivering. The glass in the windows had become a
translucent mosaic of broken fractals. More memories were thrown onto the
dwindling fire. Significance growing with each kindling. A pale plume rose like a
summoned phantom. It was that morning, Sara had gone into the kitchen to find
breakfast. The thought of consuming something warm hurt me. The imperative
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had snuck up like a thief. She lit the stove, allowed the heat to permeate the small
room. She turned on the hot taps, stood at the sink and gazed out of the window as
the water pipes rattled into compliance. That’s when she saw it. She called my name,
a break in her voice made the sound sad and fragile. I was looking at old photographs
which I left scattered on the floor like unrequited dreams. I stood beside her, put my
hand in hers and saw what she saw.
The figure was some way ahead of the woods, but still far enough away from the
house to be nothing more than a vague outline. We watched it for a while. It
appeared not to move, like a scarecrow overseeing a vast white field. I opened the
back door. Snow tumbled in. The small mat we would wipe our feet on after a walk
in the woods was consumed by the small avalanche. I pulled on an extra pair of socks
and put on my walking boots. It was a struggle to clamber up the drift. It was colder
than I dared to expect. The morning sky was the colour of a dead city. I called out
against the wind, my face numbing. I was momentarily lost in the steam of my breath
until it and the sound of my voice dissipated. It was only then that I saw that the
figure appeared to be standing on top of the snow. Not sinking as I was. I heard Sara
call out from behind me. She sounded a thousand miles away.
I staggered back to the house.
With Sara’s help, I got out of my clothes, already soaked through and becoming
rigid. She held me as we sat shaking in front of the fire. Threw on parts of an old
chair. When I had stopped convulsing, she fetched me some dry clothes. We made
breakfast together. Watched the figure. Ate. Watched the figure. It never moved.
Maybe it was just an effigy of some kind. It didn’t matter right now, not as much as
staying warm.

The next morning the snow was deeper still. The bottom half of the house had
almost all been swallowed. The fire had gone out in the night. Sara felt so cold it
scared me. My chest hurt. I was breathing razorblades. Sara had started coughing. It
took a long time to get the fire started again. Everything ached like a rotten tooth.
We were so exhausted by the simple endeavour of warming ourselves that feeding
ourselves became a chore we were almost incapable of.
I used the fire to relight the candles. They wouldn’t last much longer either. I
went upstairs to find more clothes and sheets to wrap ourselves in. The upstairs
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windows afforded us the only real view then. I had not the heart to call Sara up to
show her, or even tell her, what I saw. The distance between the figure and the house
had halved. It still stood impossibly on top of the snow. Almost levitating. Now it
was closer, it appeared wrong somehow, like its limbs were out of proportion. Maybe.
I couldn't tell for sure, but there was definitely something disturbing about its gait. I
gathered up what I had found, a couple of large towels and an old dressing gown,
then headed back down to Sara who had fallen asleep again. Her breathing was raspy.
Fear set in again, a different sort of chill. One I felt in my soul. I did my best to refuel
the fire, but we were running out of pieces of ourselves to sacrifice, and soon there
would be nothing left but ashes, snow, and unkept promises. I went to find what I
could from the larder for dinner. I tried to light the stove, but it no longer worked. It
would be caveman cooking from then on.

Sara slept through her coughing fits, but they kept me awake. Come the time
when the sun should have risen, simply existing hurt. I remembered when we used to
lay in bed listening to the dawn chorus. I couldn't remember when I last heard
birdsong. I made breakfast. Using the fireplace to cook was difficult, but we had to
eat. As unlikely as survival seemed, we had to try. I got the fire as hot as I could. It
crackled and spat in defiance. I left Sara cocooned in blankets as I ventured up to the
bedroom. The snow was practically level with the upstairs windows. The figure was
only a few feet away from the house. I could see it more clearly then, but wished I
couldn't. Its crown of broken antlers was as crooked as its sharp, feral smile. It was
dressed in winter. Dressed in death. Tattered rags the colour of void. Its arms and
legs were impossibly long, twisted like barren yew branches. I couldn't see its eyes.
Yet I could feel them on me. It did not move. It did not breathe. Fear held me to the
spot. We faced each other, statuesque, as though partaking in some grim parlour
game. I thought about opening the window and screaming at the creature, hoping a
raised voice or idle threats might dispel it somehow. Obviously, I didn't take this
course. I was afraid, yes, but also, I sensed that had I opened the window, I would
have been allowing something in. Something colder and darker than the most severe
winter the season dared present.
The moment was shattered by a sound—Sara coughing. The figure heard it too,
for the first time it moved. Tilting its head slightly to one side as a curious beast
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might do. This was when I was most afraid. I backed away from the window and out
of the room. The thing didn't move again, but I know it watched my every step. I
knew it would wait.
I had never held Sara as tight as I did that night. Never so desperately wanted,
through sheer force of will, to hold onto something in the hope of never losing it.
Never letting it slip away. We couldn't speak any more, so I told her I loved her with
a trembling kiss on her forehead. It hurt my lips. It was worth it. It always was.

I was woken the next morning by the incessant chatter of a magpie. The fire had
gone out. Thin tendrils of smoke rose from dying embers. I was not cold. But I was
alone. I managed to get to my feet, shedding bed sheets like the petals of a dying rose.
I tried calling Sara's name but I still had no voice.
Almost unbearable light flooded into the kitchen. The snow had gone. The sky
was now an azure promise, punctuated by the occasional small white clouds that
would never dare to threaten rain. This was all unexpected, seemingly miraculous,
and I should have felt some sense of relief, had it not been for one thing that set me ill
at ease; the back door was wide open.
Outside, the garden verdant. Bumblebees and butterflies flitted around blossoming
plants and bushes. The sun's warmth caressed my tired, cracked skin. I followed the
garden path, down to the little gate in our picket fence and beyond into the field
where wildflowers were defiantly blooming in riots of vivid colour. I walked just
short of where the shadow of the woods encroached. I thought about calling her
name again. This time I thought I might be able to, but knew it wouldn't matter. I
thought about going back inside, but there was nothing left for me there either.
A gentle breeze teased some dandelion seeds into flight. I watched them drift by. I
thought I remembered something about making wishes, but my mind, like the rest of
me, was so very tired. I knew there was nothing else to be done. Not now. So, all I
could think to do was lay down in the dew-soaked, long grass. Just for a while.
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David Middleham lives in Birmingham in the UK, where he watches a lot of horror
movies, listens to a lot of shouty music, and eats both too much yet somehow not
enough chocolate. He also occasionally writes the odd poem or story.
His poetry can be found in his published collection, Strange Colours, Crow Calls
volumes 1-3, and the third issue of the The Crow's Quill magazine.
Twitter: @DavidMiddleham
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Waking Cold Sarah
Written by
Elyse Russell
I died on the day of winter solstice, trapped
beneath the ice. The cold stabbed into my chest
and I ran out of oxygen. It’s over. He can’t have
me now.

"To me, it sounded
like…glass. Like a
whiskey bottle
shattering over a
horse’s head."

My last week had no happiness in it. It was a white day, and quiet. That is, until
the moment that he returned. Since my father had passed, the estate passed to the
only living male heir, my cousin Mortimer.
We had never got on well, even as children. He was a cruel boy who smiled at
my mother’s funeral. And so, when he arrived to claim his inheritance, I was not at
all fooled when he magnanimously announced that he would marry and support
me. The household staff nodded in approval, and looked to me as though I ought
to be grateful. I could only stare and tremble.
If only I had been born male. A Samuel, perhaps, instead of a Sarah. Then I
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wouldn’t have had to watch my despicable cousin sit in my beloved father’s place at
the dinner table. I wouldn’t have had to think about him sleeping in the family bed
where I was born.
I certainly would not have allowed him to whip my father’s favorite stallion. I’ll
never forget the frightened, enraged shrieks of that beautiful animal as the leather
cut into his gleaming hide again and again with ruthless strength.
I was hiding in my room when I heard the ruckus from outside. I watched from
my high window as Mortimer threw the whip to the ground afterwards and strode
into the barn. He left the stallion in the paddock, bleeding in the soft snowfall. The
horse’s heaving black sides were dotted with specks of pure white snow. A froth of
sweat dampened his chest. His nostrils flared as he took in great gasps of breath and
then pushed them out in puffs of steam. Then his ears laid back and his eyes rolled in
his head as Mortimer re-emerged with a glass bottle in his hand.
I threw open the window and shouted out, telling Mortimer to stop. But he only
looked up at me and gave me a smile just like the one he had given me at my mother’s
funeral. Then he broke that whiskey bottle over the horse’s head.
The message was clear.
I snuck out to the stable late that night, after I was sure that Mortimer had
drunken himself to a stupor. I found a stable boy seeing to the poor stallion’s cuts
and silently joined him. The horse was understandably skittish, but he knew me, and
rested his heavy head over my shoulder with a sad nicker.
The stable master came upon us then and nodded in approval. “Better get him
patched up soon,” he said. “That’s expensive horseflesh, there.”
I glared at him. “Why didn’t you stop him from doing this?” I asked furiously.
The stable master shrugged. “The horse wasn’t obeying, and he’s the master.” Then
he walked away.
Just like the nanny had shrugged and walked away after Mortimer hit me as a child
one day, stating simply that, “boys will be boys.” It seemed that Mortimer was never
to be held accountable for his actions.
The next day, I died.
I was out in a far pasture with the stallion, talking to him and soothing him. I wore
my mother’s thick, red cloak over my white day gown. The snow was falling more
thickly that day, and I didn’t see or hear Mortimer approaching until it was too late.
Afterwards, he left me lying, unconscious, in the soft white snow. I awoke to a hot
whoosh of air blowing across my face, and then the stallion’s velvety dark muzzle
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pushing against my cheek. I reached up to trace my fingers over the fur, black and
soothing as an endless sleep.
In my mind, I heard the sound of a whiskey bottle shattering. That sound got
louder and louder, until it was all I could hear. I had to drown it out somehow.

I was drifting gently near the bottom of the pond when I came to. It was once
again the darkest day of the year. I could feel it in my bones. One leg was tangled in
some plants, keeping me anchored down. My white gown trailed in shreds around
me.
I found that my fingers had become crystalline talons. I used these sharp digits to
slice through the plants binding me. Gradually, I rose. My hair drifted around the
corners of my vision like pale sea snakes.
Ice blocked my ascent to the surface. How long had it been? Why had I awakened?
I laid my palms along the smooth underbelly of the frozen surface. It didn’t feel
cold. I dug my talons in and let my feet drift up to cling to the ice as well. Then I
started to crawl, a dead thing under glass.
When I found a hole in the ice, I burst out of the pond with a great splash,
startling a shaggy-looking doe which had come to that very spot to drink. She flicked
her tail up, flashing a bright white warning as she bolted. I heard her bounding away,
breaking through the snow’s crust with every leap.
I waded groggily out of the water and onto the bank. The snow was soft between
my toes, whipped here to a fine powder by the doe’s little hooves.
What was left of my expensive gown clung to skin that was so translucent, it
looked to be made of fogged glass. I noticed that there were no clouds of exhalation
rising past my vision. Slowly, the thought sank in that I wasn’t breathing. I wasn’t
bleeding. I wasn’t alive. Yet somehow, I was awake and moving.
I scanned my surroundings. The woods were silent, and snow was falling in sweet,
sugary curtains. The trees were…different. They were older, and more snarled. I
closed my eyes.
A woman’s scream tore the crisp morning air to ribbons. My eyes flew open.
Without thinking, I started towards the sound. The calling reverberated in my chest.
To me, it sounded like…glass. Like a whiskey bottle shattering over a horse’s head.
My bare feet were unaffected by the snow; I felt no chill on my skin. I couldn’t feel
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the cold in any way.
I was the cold.
As I drew closer, I heard more sounds echoing off the dormant trees: feet
crunching through the crusts on the drifts at a quick clip, and labored breathing.
Someone was running in terror. I pushed forward silently and urgently.
The flash of a red coat through the black trees alerted me to the fact that I was
getting close. I could make out two sets of footsteps now, and two sets of labored
breathing.
Peering over the next snow drift into a little valley, I saw a young woman in that
red coat stumble and fall. She was dressed quite strangely—she didn’t look like
anyone I’d ever seen before.
None of that mattered when I caught sight of the second figure as it closed in on
her. It was a man, and oh, did I know that look in his eyes.
I bared my teeth and scrambled over the drift in front of me, making my way
down into the valley. I was white on powdery white, and silent as a stalking snow cat.
The girl was hurt and struggling to get back to her feet. As I got closer, the man’s
face seemed to change before my eyes.
His hair color shifted from sandy blonde to a darker hue, and his eyes lightened
from brown to the palest of grey. I knew that face. The sound of shattering glass
engulfed me.
Him.
Mortimer.
I surged forward and leapt into the air with all of my newfound, supernatural
strength. I cut through the air with vengeance in my heart. You will not touch her, I
raged inside my mind. You have no right!

Mercy struggled to catch her breath. Her ankle hurt like hell. She stood unsteadily,
knowing he was nearby. Greg.
She saw something flash and sparkle out of the corner of her eye and turned
toward it. What she saw made her stagger and fall again. A thing—a woman—was
attacking her ex-boyfriend.
The woman-thing looked like a corpse sculpted out of ice. Shreds of lacy, white
fabric trailed behind her, and she had long fingers tipped in sparkling, bluish claws.
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Even her hair was white.
The ice woman grappled with Greg in the snow. He looked as petrified as Mercy
herself had felt only moments ago. In spite of her fear, Mercy couldn’t help but feel a
tiny thrill. How does it feel to be the powerless one, Greg?
It was over so, so quickly. A few last, weak kicks, and Greg lay still. The pale figure
loomed over his still form.
The snow fell harder, and the wind had picked up, as well. It whipped the woman’s
hair around her head as she slowly turned to look at Mercy. Strangely, Mercy did not
feel afraid of the ice woman. What she was afraid of was the weather getting worse
while she was lost and hurt in the ancient woods.
Mercy closed her eyes as the wind flung bits of snow up to sting her cheeks. When
she opened them again, the lady was crouched right in front of her. Mercy stared.
Her eyes were white death and rot. Her lips were blue-cold. She didn’t move, blink,
or breathe. If Mercy hadn’t already seen her in action, she would have thought the
lady was a marble statue.
Her face was aristocratic, and what was left of her gown looked antique.
As the wind continued to pick up, the lady stood again and looked around. She
seemed to make a decision about something, and started walking. Then she paused to
look over her shoulder at Mercy. Clearly, she wanted her to follow.
Mercy stumbled along as best she could, trembling. The lady moved slowly enough
through the drifts that Mercy could keep up if she stayed in the path cut for her.
After about ten minutes, the ice lady stopped. Mercy watched her, teeth chattering.
She knew that she couldn’t survive much longer in this cold.
Then the woman shot off into the woods at such a pace that Mercy could barely
track her departure.
Before she could wonder more at the strange woman, a sound caught at Mercy’s
ears. Someone was calling for her. They had to be fairly close if Mercy could hear
them through this howling wind. Anyone. Any voice but Greg’s was welcome in her
ears.
“OVER HERE!” she screamed. “PLEASE! I’M OVER HERE!”

By the time Mercy was rescued and brought to shelter, the ice woman had reached
the bank of the pond.
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As Mercy lowered into a hot bath, Cold Sarah slid back down through the hole in
the ice like she slipped into the smooth sheets of a comfortable bed.
As Mercy let her head sink under the steaming water to finally melt the ice from
her hair, the frigid surface of the pond closed over Sarah’s pale scalp, and the ice
crystals grew.
As Mercy was wrapped in a warm blanket in front of a fireplace, Sarah was once
again embraced by the sleeping, freezing depths.
As Mercy fell asleep, safe in her bed that night, Cold Sarah’s eyes closed too, and
she drifted…down…down…down…dark.

Greg’s body was never found.
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Elyse Russell is a writer of short stories and comics. She has pieces accepted with
Mermaids Monthly, Crone Girl's Press, Markosia, Hyphen-Punk, Last Girls Club,
Outcast Press, Sledgehammer Lit, and several others.
Her graphic horror novella, The Fell Witch, and her steampunk light novel,
Sentience, will both be released with Band of Bards comics in 2022. When not
writing, Elyse enjoys taking long naps with her cats, reading, and donuts.
Twitter: @ElyseRussell13
Instagram: @elyserussell1
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Darkest Night
Keep your spring flowers
I am your dismal December
Melancholy clouds
Blotting out
The resplendent sun
As the trees scream
And time stills
And wolves howl
Requiem
In the bleak
And barren woods

Cassandra L. Thompson
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Poet
Spotlight

Tell us what you know about dreams?
To me, dreams are the unconscious mind communicating
with the conscious mind. They can offer messages, reveal
hidden truths/cravings, give insight on the collective
unconscious, and even give you flashes of past life
experiences. When I was a young child, I was plagued
with recurring nightmares, and I’ve been studying my
dreams and practicing lucid dreaming ever since.

As a crow, please explain how you extract worms
from a corpse?
If I wanted to, I would use my talons to peel/cut the
necrotic flesh and my beak to grab the grubs. But if I’m
that hungry that I’m eating something dead, I’d eat the
flesh along with the worms. Typically I prefer peanuts,
berries, and unsalted popcorn.

What does the moon mean to you?
The moon is the physical representation of feminine
energy. She is perhaps one of the most powerful forces in
nature, next to the sun. The moon rules over that which
is hidden, precious, and feral. Following the cycles of the
moon is a practice people have lost over time, but it’s been
a joy to watch women find connection and power in her
again.

Questions by
Marie Casey
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Lifeblood
Written by
Brad Acevedo

"Its sickle—grasped in a
ragged hand—dripped
red upon the golden
grain, fresh
nourishment to
cultivate the essence of
time itself."

A light breeze blew through the Marsellus farm,
just enough to stir up the metallic scent of rapidly
congealing blood.
Polly sat in the far corner, keeping a fretful eye
on the burning candle perched upon a twisted
windowsill. It didn’t seem to like the light, and as
long as the flame burned, she, her twin brother Cass, and her grandfather were
safe, even beyond the open expanse of the shattered window.
Cass tended to the elderly patriarch at the head of the dining table, brushing a
damp rag over the wound in his forehead. The old man reached out feebly,
grasping through the blood-slicked wood. His hands met hers, but his beloved wife
did not reciprocate the desperate squeeze.
Polly approached the violent tableau with great, frantic hitches of breath. Her
parents, Uncle Harold, and his estranged wife, lay slumped upon the table, playing
cards and poker chips scattered among the remnants of throats torn asunder. Even
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little Corelius was motionless in his high chair.
She remembered when the lights had flickered out. Harold had drunk too much
wine and was arguing with Father over hitting on a draw of eighteen in blackjack.
Mother was chastising Cass for eating too much cake, and their Grandparents had
been gazing out the window at the dark, vast wheat fields beyond.
It was the first time the family had united after Grandfather’s falling out with his
sons over how to distribute the farm after his eventual death. Yet the winter solstice
had—as always—united the Marsellus clan, and the arguments had settled to a
celebratory nature, and warm, drunken cries of Io, Saturnalia!
Grandfather caressed his lover’s still hand and whispered a small sound.
Tsk, tsk. Tsk, tsk.
The soft clucking of the tongue had been a vocal tic of hers and one that the
patriarch seemed to have sympathetically absorbed.
His grandson wiped at the cut as the old man spoke into the quiet room, “I
remember when I met her. The VFW was holding a Christmas party and she was
there to honor her late father. A lovely creature, yet unenthusiastic about the
celebrations.”
“That’s right, Grandfather,” Cass whispered. “Grandmother taught you our ways,
about how Christmas was pilfered from our culture.”
He chuckled. “Was she wrong?”
“Not at all,” Cass responded. “I know she loved you and respected you for adapting
to her beliefs.”
“Nothing is more important than family.” The old man wheezed. “These
celebrations unite us, teach us to respect the old ways, the natural world, and the
passage of time.” He sighed heavily, refusing to release his wife’s hand. “What
happened here, children?”
“A slaughter,” Polly whispered, speaking for the first time since the stars had
shattered the window and swept into the room, death emerging in flashes of redsoaked steel and the disturbingly pleasant scent of fresh baked grain.
“What could have done this, Grandfather?” Cass asked
Tsk.
“I do not know,” the patriarch whispered with noticeable hesitation. The pause
elicited a frown from his grandson.
Then from outside, within the fields, something spoke to them in hushed whispers
that they could hear among the grains, golden filigrees draped in darkness.
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“As the night hours pass and strengthen, so, too, does the lifeblood of my herald;
one with familial essence summoned me. Kin slain and harvest prepared, here, at
Nyx’s triumph, as Sol stands silent under a silver solstice moon.”
The Harvester watched their reaction as it spoke, held at bay by the light, weaving
through the far-flung fields, grasps of crops caught in its undulating silver beard. It
was shrouded in the very cosmos, solstice starlight made flesh. Its sickle—grasped in a
ragged hand—dripped red upon the golden grain, fresh nourishment to cultivate the
essence of time itself.
The twins paced forward, careful not to disturb their slaughtered family. The
Harvester flickered in the long night, as though only partially within this world,
keeping away from the glow of the candlelight.
“Who brought you here?” Polly called to the wraith. She rubbed at a small mole
adorning her cheek, now spattered in dried blood.
The Harvester deigned not to answer. It bowed its head, allowing the solstice stars
to shine off of its argent beard. Polly blinked once, twice. Slowly. She felt thickness in
the air, a tangible discomfort that permeated like an aura emanating from the
Harvester. Time seemed to move slower, a troubling prospect as she suspected her
family had little left, growing as short as the winter daylight. It pulled back, eclipsing
its ethereal form within the grain stalks, and Polly turned away at the sound of a
commotion.
Cass gripped the edges of Grandfather’s collared shirt. “What did you do?” he
cried, hands trembling. “What did you do?!”
“I do not understand, boy,” Grandfather whispered. The cut on his forehead bled
anew.
“That thing with the sickle! It said that someone summoned it to slay kin. Kill our
family! You made a deal with…something. Something out there! To…what? To cure
Grandmother? To make her whole again?!”
“I do not—I—” The old man protested.
“Castor, stop!” Polly tried to pull her frightened brother off of their grandfather.
“You might not know it, Polly, but I do. Dad told me. Grandmother was sick. Very
sick. Right, Grandfather?”
“Please…” The old man sobbed.
Tsk, tsk, tsk.
“Cass, this is insane!” Polly cried. “He would never…he wouldn’t…”
“He must have—must have sacrificed us all and then maybe it would have brought
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her back. Maybe. And it butchered everyone. Everyone. Even the baby. The baby,
Polly! The—” He broke down, sobbing.
“And even Grandmother,” Polly said through tears. She clutched at her brother
as she realized the error of his desperate mindset. “Why would he set that thing on us
if it was just going to kill everyone he loved? Everyone? Castor, it doesn’t make
sense.”
Grandfather Marsellus sat still, one hand rubbing his wound, the other on his
wife’s hand, still slumped next to their slain daughter-in-law. “We honor him and yet
he brings ruin to us,” the old man whispered.
Cass’s anger shifted to disbelief. “Grandfather, you don’t think that’s Saturn
himself, do you? The God of the Harvest, out there, killing people randomly?”
Grandfather shook his head, trembling. “The God of rebirth, renewal. New
seasons and harvest culled. The old eliminated to celebrate the new. No, something
wearing a guise to resemble the Old One. Saturn would never turn against us.”

The Harvester continued to flit among the grains, enjoying the feel of the crops
upon its malleable form. It heard a name spoken by old, frail lips within the
farmhouse. It had gone by many names throughout history, but recent doubt in its
unbridled power had reduced it to its current existence; caught between the
threshold of mortality and the edge of the Tartaran abyss.
The mighty being had been desperate, beholden to the summons of the few
remaining loyal; those who practiced the old ways and cast aside the new gods. It had
taken on the guise of ones they worshipped, appreciating the adulation and reveling
in the magic that they imparted. At times, it felt the slightest pang of remorse for
bringing ruin upon the Marsellus clan, over and over, but the blood kept it whole,
and the stain of the red harvest covered the hands of those who summoned it.
Nourished by blood, it would remain whole until the next cycle, when daylight again
waned and the nights grew strong.
For now, at this hour, it would have to bide its time.

“Why does it fear the light, Grandfather?” Polly asked.
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He sat silent, wondering how best to respond. “The fiend outside is an
abomination. It is simply a creature of pure darkness. I do not know what it is or how
it behaves but it is not the one we celebrate on this night. I think it best to keep the
candles lit, children.”
Cass scowled at the old man, distrust and paranoia still raging in his heart. He
could not imagine any other explanation for the massacre. Unless the wraith was
trying to twist their minds with poisoned words, a traveler that had stumbled across
their isolated home and sated its bloodlust at random. He gazed forlornly at the silent
green and gold tapestries and buntings surrounding the interior of the farmhouse.
Warmth and mirth, celebration and exaltation, crashing down into carnage. His
family, his parents butchered…worst of all, the baby in the high chair…its still form
now clutched tightly by a haggard figure clasped in shadows in the corner of the
room.
Cass quietly called to the others with a trembling voice. They gazed with trembling
hearts and frozen souls at the scene unfolding before them. All was quiet save for the
rustling of the stalks outside, a wet slurping sound, and a very familiar vocal tic.
Tsk, tsk, tsk.
The hunched form turned toward them, lifting the extinguished candle off the sill
with one hand, the other grasping the remnants of the toddler in its ragged bundle.
Grandfather gasped, recognizing his lover's face, no longer slumped over the table yet
smeared with blood. Her graying hair shifted to auburn before their eyes.
“My dear—darling—is it—?” Grandfather stammered, unbelieving.
The world began to move slowly again as the now middle-aged woman took
another taste of the child. “Not enough time,” she whispered. She wiped her face
with the back of a youthful hand. “Never enough time.”
“Horatia, I thought you were gone,” Grandfather sobbed. He approached her
warily, yet with the dance of a joyous lover.
“Never, my love,” she whispered. “I regret…that it always comes to this. So many
lovers, so many kin. So much lifeblood spilled. But the Old One provides me with
more time. To be reborn into a new season, light cast into the longest night. Blood
for time, more time to…establish our celebrations and traditions. But never enough.”
“Grandmother, how could you—?” Cass rushed forward but only made it a few
steps.
The Harvester swept in, stars cascading, as the smell of grain suffused the room,
and the young man’s throat fell beneath the silver sickle.
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Polly cried out and Horatia Marsellus sighed, rubbing at the non-fatal wound
across her own throat. The wraith was growing sloppy; she had almost become
collateral damage in its latest onslaught. She would need to tend to this mishap later.
For now…
“I love you all,” the matriarch whispered, caressing the body of little Corelius.
“But I love my ancestors and my god more. I have made little progress, but each
solstice cycle, I move ever closer to resurrecting the old ways. For the Marsellus
bloodline. For Saturn. For all of us.”
Polly wept and cradled her fallen brother as the old man stumbled forward.
“Dear, this creature is not the god we worship. It’s something foul, taken his form to
manipulate you. Surely you must see—”
“I see all. In time, you will too, my love. Your love is the ultimate sacrifice. Go in
peace, my dear.”
With a ragged snarl, The Harvester laid waste to the old man, cleaving his head
from his shoulders.
Horatia turned toward the last survivor. “Pollux Marsellus. Know that I can find
more blood, but there is only one being that holds the sands of time, one that will
allow me to be reborn, seed by seed.”
Polly cried out wordlessly, the devastated call of a broken mind. Horatia shook
her head and clucked her tongue as the Harvester, clad in nightfall, approached the
girl.
Tsk, tsk.
“I will do our bloodline proud, and on this solstice—and all others to come—you
will dwell with honor in the land of our ancestors. Io, Saturnalia, dear. Family is
forever, but forever simply isn’t long enough.”
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"The tendrils of her
soft sobs curled
around my senses,
making the hairs on
the back of my neck
stand on end..."

It was the winter of 1920. I was a young widow
and the sole owner of The Hollow—a cargo ship
that once belonged to my late husband. Since his
passing, I felt the weight of the decision upon me
right until I made Rory Stevenson Captain. It had
pleased Sebastian’s old ship crew, and I, too, was
relieved by my own choice. It wasn’t long after that we were setting out for
another trip. For me, there was never a predetermined destination like the one a
Captain sets—but I held my own hopes: to travel so far as to dull this new pain
until it would disappear, then perhaps I could return home and have peace again.
But there were times when I was certain destiny had designs of its own. The
men understood the ship, and I didn’t. Whenever I saw them working, I would
keep out of the way, choosing to observe the cold setting of the sun from the bow
where it was safest. I’d lost count of how many times I hoped to turn back and see
him at the helm where he belonged, but it was always Rory now. Daylight would
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rarely visit, but with each endless nightfall came a new, visible grain of truth:
Sebastian and I were tethered to travel in different directions, and in-between us, a
curious and painful world was materialising.

A fortnight passed since we set sail, and I had grown accustomed to the continuous
perils at sea. The skies and sea were the same, with the cool grey horizon barely
visible. There was only night thereafter, and the wind captured the ship in its cold
fingers and would violently rock the vessel from side to side—rattling all the trinkets
awake. The crew was always fighting its hostility, but there was something curious in
it at that time that I recognised as a kindred spirit. Still, I was dependent on them to
restore order, and even more so once the storm set in.
The men were barely visible as the rain hailed down, and I saw Sebastian amongst
them. His familiar shadow belonged to each man scattered across the ship. I heard
them yelling at one another in his voice through the dark. But much as the tempest
strengthened, the men aimed to heal the madness, and I saw them all return to
themselves. Suddenly, it was their shadows pooling together at the bottom of the
mast; I could hear the strain in their voices and feared the night would never end.
It was a while after, once the weather had settled and the men had dispersed, when
I noticed the youngest cabin boy, Rowan Connor, still stood, half slouched at the
helm. The way the moon lit up one half of his face—he could’ve been Sebastian when
we were first married. The same exhausted look from the night’s labour. My heart
beat rapidly. I could not look at him anymore.
“Go to bed, Rowan.”
“Are you sure, Mrs. Lavoisier? I’m not too tired, I could carry on if you wish?”
“No, Rowan, please go rest.”
His fleeting ghost of a smile overcome by weariness, he said, “Alright, G’night
Mrs. Lavoisier,” and slouched away back to the crew cabin.
I stood at the helm, placing my hands atop the wheel where Sebastian’s would’ve
been. How weary grief made me! I closed my eyes and strangled the wood, and hoped
that even madness had to rest.
It was moments later when I heard the first of them.
Soft sounds of sorrow from somewhere on the dark deck. At first, I imagined it
was the boy, Rowan, feeling homesick after the prolonged, reckless night. But as I
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listened, I became mystified as to how a child could be heard on my ship when no
child inhabited it… Where was the noise coming from? I left the helm for a moment
to search for the source as the impenetrable fog descended upon the vessel. I failed to
note anything unusual or out of place. The fog had curtained the far side of the ship
from my view. I could only see some features of the distance ahead. Still, I found no
source as I walked to the other side. The wretched weeping grew nearer…yet I saw no
child.
Was I truly going mad?
What direction was it coming from? I walked in what felt like circles. It was the
delicacy in the rough edges of its painful sobs that solved part of the mystery.
A young girl.
Had I mistakenly taken on a cabin girl masquerading as a cabin boy? But no, I saw
them all every day, none of them sounded like this… Her cries faded as I hurried my
pace. I could not reach them as hard as I tried. And with each increasing effort, I
could not shake the feeling that I was trying to capture something that was in my
imagination. Hadn’t I believed every crewman was my husband? Hadn’t I heard his
voice coming from them? I came to an abrupt end at the bow of the vessel where I
sensed she could’ve stood seconds before.
I heard nothing. The girl had gone.
In the nights that followed, it became a favourite game. There was rarely a time
now when the deck wasn’t dark. She would cry and disappear again before I could
discover her. And still the question hung in the balance: Was I going mad?

It had been a month since I first heard her cries. None of the crewmen had noticed
a woman besides me. There were many strange looks when I asked. Sebastian used to
get that look sometimes around emotional women, like he didn’t like them very
much. I brushed it off as a very vicarial dream, and did not speak of it again. I would
keep my composure.
She wasn’t real.
That was, until the last occasion, when she left me a grainy photograph of Sebastian
on deck of The Hollow, standing beside a woman. Pinned to a fractured fragment of
the ship’s bow, it flapped relentlessly as the cool breeze curled its edges. The
fragmented wood had punctured the woman, almost tearing the photograph in two.
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The long strands of dark hair at her sides were the only part of the photograph
unharmed.
I turned it in my numb hands and found a caption which read ‘S.L. & C.L. 1915.’
The handwriting was spidery and scrawny, and I recognised it was not my husband’s.
I kept the photograph in my cabin next to the candlelight and stared at it, unable to
comprehend. I searched in my memory for any mention of the woman in the fading
image from Sebastian.
I found none.
The days that followed dissolved into each other—no routine could’ve kept them
apart. There was no outlet; it was like a well-placed trap. How could I escape the dark
of the deck, when there was the dark of my own mind to contend with? I tried to run
from the emotional confusion I was suddenly faced with, only to see its hostility
reflected before me, entirely volatile, reckless, and erratic. The same ethereal wind
sliding through the ship’s sails—the same mercurial seabed moving relentlessly back
and forth. It was maddening how it was always the same. I remembered my grief at
its earliest when I considered reckless nature a kindred spirit. I thought it understood
me—now I felt its cold fingers around my throat.
The pressure was growing all the time.

I saw Mathew Hodgkin standing on his own. He was Sebastian’s oldest crew
member, and had travelled with Sebastian since his first journey as Captain. The
photograph scraped against the inside of my dress pocket. Could he be trusted? He’d
known me for a long time… He wouldn’t look at me the same way, would he? The
photograph’s smooth material slipped past my fingers as I toyed with it. A picture
now ingrained in my reluctant mind. Mathew was making his way towards me, head
down, distracted—
“Mathew?”
“Yes, ma’am?”
I held up the picture.
“Do you recognise the woman in the picture at all?”
He glanced at the picture before looking back up at me. I already knew it was a
mistake. “I’m sorry ma’am,” he shook his head, “isn’t that you?”
I can only imagine what he must have seen in me. He asked if I was okay, to which
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I replied I was.
“Thank you.” I smiled, “I forgot we ever took this picture.” I regret glancing up.
There was that familiar pity. I turned and walked away. It was a while before I heard
his footsteps disappearing.
I could not unravel the riddle I faced. As I thought about it more, it instilled a
restlessness that caused frequent sleepless nights amid the disruption of days at sea.
The fading image of the faceless female clung to my unsettled mind, and it often
startled me from the little rest I could manage. I endeavoured to piece the
photograph back together, but the image was no clearer. No matter what I tried,
there were always two halves of the same face, separated by a white incision in the
torn image.
Although I had occasionally travelled with Sebastian upon The Hollow, I could
not recall the picture. From the little I could see, the woman was very similar to me.
She had my initials ‘C.L.’ Catherine Lavoisier. But, I could not help feeling she was
not me. Though we had the same dark hair, I had never taken a picture with my hair
down. Sebastian would never have liked it in a wife. But men were different with
their mistresses, weren’t they?

It was a few weeks later. I was weary of her. It was uncanny how she attracted me,
like she was some devilish thing, and so I watched her become ash as I fed the image
to the candlelight. But I was only further distressed and my sleepless nights were less
bearable. I tossed and turned with great discomfort as the bed sheets twisted round
my figure—tiring me out—night after night.
I didn’t hear her in the nights anymore; it was like she had turned to dust and was
taken by the reckless nature she could’ve been a part of—leaving me in peace at last.
Although she had gone, Sebastian had not. I dreamed of him almost every night.
He was always there, captaining The Hollow. It was the same image, over and over.
The one where he had taken me to sea for the first time. He was always there at the
helm, and alongside him, me in my lavish attire. A long ball gown he had bought me
—red as blood—clinging to a shape I no longer had. My broad red hat gently tilted to
the side of my head. I remember how out of place I had looked—too glamorous to
have been standing in the middle of the storm. We stood there together, husband and
wife with their backs to me, and then suddenly, the storm grew too strong and the
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hat was being pulled off my head, slipping into the dark that surrounded the ship. I
awoke when I noticed her elegant, long raven hair tumble to the middle of her back…
I hurried out to the deck where the rain soaked through my tense body. I was at
the bow again, where I had once felt safe. The sea splashed beneath me, and I stood
on that spot and closed my eyes to it all. As I listened to the cool wind whistle, and
heard the sea shatter like my heart, I let go and wept.
It was then that I heard her once more. The tendrils of her soft sobs curled around
my senses, making the hairs on the back of my neck stand on end, and I gazed, as I
had gazed many nights before at the other side of the vessel where she stood with her
back to me. My pace was irregular—my hands held out for balance against the ship as
I pushed my way towards her! The fog was already settling—concealing her again
from me! It was as if she wore the fog, like a long, elegant ball gown wrapped around
her full frame. I stumbled towards her as best I could, but she was gone…
Yet as I listened, I heard her whimpers emerging from the sails that were battling
the growing fog. The bitter cold was searing into my skin, piercing through the thin,
long nightgown that clung to my frame. I gathered it in my hands as best I could in
my rush to ascend the mast.
Her grief intensified.
Her wretched cries rang out, strangled and muffled, as though she held her hands
over her face. I ascended faster and faster! Desperate to discover her! I had almost
reached the very top of the mast when I glimpsed her long raven hair! I extended my
pale hand, longing to reach for her silky curls, and called out when I heard the base of
the mast collapse…
Nobody heard me scream. Nobody heard me fall into the ocean and disappear. The
heavens bristled time and time again. But even the thunder that fought and raged as
if on my behalf could not conceal the sweet mirth that emerged from the sails, where
previously there were only the wretched cries of sorrow.
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"... the freezing chill
at my back, beyond
the open door, but
the darkness behaved
like the black hole it
resembled..."

Here is my confession: I am horrified! Though
doubt and fear suffocate and eat at me like a
cancer, I confess to nothing more and nothing
less. My hands tremble as I write these words, and
I fear clarity will be a casualty of my endeavor to
record what I remember. I fear doubly—perhaps
triply and with greater certainty—that these words will incriminate me somehow.
God, is there anything I fear more? But I must continue before I fall to pieces, and
whatever measures I take to remain comprehensible fail. I am not yet wholly
consumed by some otherworldly dementia.
Let me calm myself and begin.
What a happy home ours was! Harmony reigned supreme; all conflict led to
growth, and what conflict arose was resolved through calm reason and discussion,
with language carefully chosen to alleviate tension rather than escalate it. My Belle
and I entered each other’s lives at school, on my journey to becoming a professor
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and a man of letters. We were passionate souls, but we both had come from homes
grounded in passion misdirected—raised voices and screaming matches were my
parents’ favorite means of expressing themselves, while my Belle was an unfortunate
witness to numerous outbursts bordering on domestic abuse. All of it was violence
we both preferred to take place in the bedroom.
That being the case, the family created by our bond grew by two soon after I
began teaching, each of the rascals the mirror’s reflection of us. After a few short
years filled with love and affection—and without much in the way of controversy—
Belle and I and our two little loves, Jim and Daisy, wore bright smiles every day as
winter approached. The halls were bright with fresh blues and whites that imitated
the clouds, a perfect reflection of the way we felt. Jim, forever the fully charged
battery, ran around without a care in the world, yet, curiously, never so much as
broke a mug. The fireplace was a welcome warmth and a perfect contrast to the
weather that was only getting colder, and gentle Daisy loved to bask in its serene
glow. We built the home we had wanted all our lives: a sanctuary from nature's
brutality and the season of death.
The long night approached. The longest night of the year, to be exact. Before it
arrived, I had what I would call ‘the perfect nightmare’—fears from deep in my
unconscious, stitched together as one united vision of terror: upon returning home
from work, I opened the heavy wooden door and all of...everything was gone. No.
No, that’s not quite right. What I mean to say is that all the peace, the exuberance,
the joy was gone. The tree, the lights, the ornaments, the smell of cookies being
baked, the sound of Tchaikovsky’s ballet, all our traditional décor had vanished. The
comforting colors and my contented spirit had been replaced by the vision instead: a
garish, phantasmagorical tableau, a living portrait of grotesque death my Belle and I
wanted never to be a part of our lives.
Belle! My beautiful Belle was ripped to shreds I would not have recognized were
it not for her sweet, auburn hair, streaked though it was with crimson, its gentle
waves disheveled and cruelly distorted. On gruesome display were places inside her I
had no wish to see.
Only once the shock had worn off did I feel the tears that had obscured my sight
streaming down my face. I did not see Jim or Daisy, but who else could those charred
corpses—so, so small and still, and so very clearly human—have been? I opened my
mouth to scream in agony and wretched grief, but no sound was summoned. I looked
down at my hands and saw my blood-drenched fingers caked with hair and chunks of
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flesh, then—as my soul filled with perfect, jagged dread—a knife that was already on
its way to the floor.
I was covered in manifest abject horror. My coat and shirt were ripped in ways
that told of a violent struggle, and indeed a knife had fallen from my grip. I knew not
how it had gotten there, what I had done with it, or what in the darkest pits of Hell
had happened.
I awoke because it had been too much for my mind to take. Had I awoken with a
start, sweating or perhaps sitting up in bed and gasping for air, I might have stirred
Belle from her slumber and she might have asked what was wrong. I might have
begun a conversation that could have prevented all this. That is not at all what
happened. I lay there, eyes wide open in the pitch-black dark, fresh tears trailing
down my face to the bedsheets, trying to assure myself it had been nothing more than
the worst kind of nightmare. After taking many of the deepest breaths I could—
shaky as they were—I reached out and held tightly to my love. Touching her, holding
her, knowing she was alive and content, even as she slept, drove away all the
nightmare’s residue.
If I’m to find any solace in recording these events, let it be in the most blessed
memories of my time with you, my sweet Belle. Let my love for you, for our children,
keep my mind unbroken long enough to remember all of this, to secure even one
chance at understanding it. Even the possibility that I could have orchestrated this
nauseating display makes me shudder to think. Still, I must.
I’m sorry, my love. I’m so sorry. I’ve failed you and broken all the vows I made to
protect you, to protect them. The years we spent together were nothing short of a
divine gift.
Dawn came, and with it came my studies. Cured of my dark reveries, I kissed my
Belle and Jim and Daisy goodbye. Leaving them placed a deep sorrow in my breast,
for—while I was not haunted by my nightmare—I did not want to take for granted
those I loved most. Nevertheless, it was my studies which allowed me to love them
the way I did, as well as I did. The classes I taught were no longer in session, but I
traveled to my office during the winter break so as not to be distracted by the
excitement my wife brings to me.
No. Brought.
Damn! Damn it all! Merely changing the tense from present to past is such
unimaginable suffering!
It’s amazing how far away yesterday now seems. Each passing hour feels like a
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year. I am so much older than my bones tell me.
The day dragged; tedious work guaranteed some days were overbearing. Grading
papers and exams kept my mind busy; I hardly noticed the passage of time until the
clock overhead struck the hour for me to leave. It was the winter solstice, and its
telltale markings were everywhere: the frigid metal of the university signs, the naked
trees, the overcast sky, passersby bundled up in the warmest clothes they have. In
truth, I had always enjoyed the cold despite the toll it sometimes took on my body. I
enjoyed the stone walkways under my feet as I walked home. Were this a story, some
ghastly foreshadowing—a dead tree with gashes slashed into its bark, for instance—
might be appropriate here, but no! I must insist that there was nothing out of the
ordinary during my walk home. Nature looks unique every year, but it is in this way
that nature looked the same as always.
The longest night came, and with it came all the horrors from my nightmare. I
approached the heavy door without a care in the world, opened it, and found myself
subsumed in darkness as rich and as thick as a black hole. I still felt the freezing chill
at my back, beyond the open door, but the darkness behaved like the black hole it
resembled—tugging at me, sucking me in, forbidding anything but its devouring self
to enter my line of sight.
I cannot tell you how long I spent in that purgatory, but I can tell you it felt like
an eternity even knowing, rationally, it lasted no more than a few precious seconds.
Time was nearly frozen in the void; its entropic presence was subtle, but
unmistakable. The darkness relented and shrank back its tendrils to reveal nothing of
the decorations my Belle and I had tended to year after year.
Yes. Yes! To my raw and unfiltered horror, it was all the visions of my nightmare
incarnate! Their living manifestations were visceral and vivid, death itself throbbing
with an insidious life! Worse yet, the walls that once had mimicked clouds were now
singed and smoky, rotten with fire and age and decay, the paper torn and now,
amazingly, a kind of smoldering orange, mimicking instead the most disgustingly
glamorous sights of the underworld! There was not a trace of the peace or the love we
had cultivated here, only the grim reality of dread grief.
It is now 3:24 in the morning. I have not slept at all. The tears that once stained
my face have long dried and I have no more to shed. All I feel is the ache, deep in my
bones. I have no sense at all about what happened. I know this time I am not merely
having a nightmare but living one. I know my Belle is dead, as are Jim and Daisy. I
am spent and without a desire to live, but live I will—if only long enough to see
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justice meted out. I’ll be arrested soon. I am not afraid.
Forgive me, Father, if I have sinned, but forgive me not when I must sin again.
Should I find I am indeed the vile creature who plunged my own world into blood
and chaos, I will perish by my own hand; if I performed these wicked acts, I deserve
nothing more than the damnation of suicide. If I discover instead there is no such
blood on my hands, and there is someone else who has extinguished all light from my
life, they will be who perishes at my hand.
Then, Father—even if it brings me in league with Satan himself—I will find a
way to drown you.
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"... the congregation
gave the sisters a wide
berth, for there had
always been dark tales
and strange rumors
about them."

The snow crunched underfoot as the sisters made
their way through the trees in the middle of a
dark, midwinter night. “Have you brought the
herbs?” The taller woman’s voice was thin against
the cold.
“Of course,” the other replied. As they approached the cabin, the sisters heard a
piercing wail from within.
“You go ahead,” the tall one said. “You are faster.”
The younger sister nodded and took off at a run, ducking under branches and
watching the ground for gnarled roots that might trip her. She soon reached the
cabin, and rapped on the door. “It’s Abigail Black,” she called.
The door opened just a crack against the cold, but Abigail pushed through. The
lady of the house closed it quickly behind her. “There’s so much blood,” the
woman said in a high voice tight with panic.
“Heat some water, Constance,” Abigail ordered, “and tear some bedsheets into
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strips.” Doubled over on a bed in the corner lay a girl of no more than fourteen, her
face deathly pale and contorted with sobs. Abigail knelt at the girl’s bedside. “You
will be all right,” she said, her voice firm. She stroked the girl’s hair, which was damp
with sweat. “Hold my hand.”
Without a knock, the door opened again, and Abigail’s sister stepped through.
She nodded at the girl’s mother, who was taking a pot of water from the hearth.
“How is the girl?” she asked Abigail.
Abigail looked at her sister. “It is dangerous to lose a child, especially for a girl so
young. But it was early, yet. She will survive the bleeding.” She got up, and gave the
girl’s mother a packet wrapped in brown paper and twine. “Steep this for five
minutes, then strain it,” she instructed.
With trembling hands, Constance unwrapped the package and tipped its contents
into a rough stoneware mug.
Mercy took her sister’s place at the girl’s side. “Annie,” she said softly. “Who did
this to you?”
The girl shook her head and rocked back and forth, her face contorted with pain.
She said nothing.
“Annie,” Mercy said, this time more firmly. “Tell me his name.”
Abigail returned with a handful of bedsheets, her hands bright red after washing
them in scalding water. The younger sister pushed up the girl’s blood-drenched
skirts, and held the sheets in place between her legs. “Bring her the tea,” she said.
“What is in it?” Constance asked.
“Yarrow root for bleeding. And wild lettuce for the pain. Something to make her
sleep, as well.”
Mercy took the steaming mug and blew across it. She raised it to the girl’s
trembling lips. “Drink as much as you can,” she said as she stroked the girl’s hair.
“Now, Annie,” she said again. “Who was it?”
The girl moaned through clenched teeth. “He told me not to tell. He said if I did,
he’d see me burned. And my mother, too.”
Mercy and Abigail exchanged a dark glance. “It was that preacher,” Mercy said,
and her voice did not hold a question.
Annie didn’t speak, but gave the sisters an almost imperceptible nod.
Mercy stroked her hair again. “Good girl,” she said. She held the cup to the girl’s
lips once more. “You sleep now. You will be all right in the morning.”
The girl’s racking sobs eased gradually, and her breathing became slow and even.
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Abigail took the soiled bedsheets from between Annie’s legs and replaced them with
new strips. “Keep her clean,” she said to Constance. “She may take ill otherwise. I will
leave you some more herbs for the pain. Let her rest as long as you can before she
resumes her chores. She will recover.”
Constance grasped Abigail’s hands in hers. “I am so grateful,” she said, her eyes
bright with tears. “But please, no one must know. My daughter will be ruined. And
he—he will come for us.”
“We will tell no one,” Mercy responded. “And do not fear. He will not come for
you.”

Mercy and Abigail had never darkened the door of the church building that lay at
the outskirts of the small village. It had no steeple, and no rood; it was barely more
than a shack, and the wind whistled through the cracks between the flimsy planks
that made up the walls. There was a small stove in the corner, with a pile of firewood
stacked beside it, but, in the dark of December, its meager fire was not enough to
warm the faithful, who sat on the hard wooden pews, wrapped in woolen cloaks and
scarves.
The last minister had left the village for a warmer climate months ago, and the
small structure had stood abandoned for some time, until Reverend Abram Abbott
arrived on his dark horse. An itinerant preacher seeking shelter for the winter, he had
promised the villagers salvation and redemption in exchange for room and board.
The people, hungry for religion—and diversion in the dark depths of the season—
had eagerly accepted his offer.
Each week, the families took turns hosting the gaunt, pale minister. His eyes were
black, and often settled on the young girls of the village. If anyone remarked on the
fact that he often boarded at the homes of families with young daughters, he would
say he was only concerned with saving their souls.
Every Sunday morning, in the tiny, freezing church, the Reverend preached against
the devil, but he reserved his sharpest vitriol for the sin of witchcraft—which, until
his arrival, had not been a concern for anyone in the village. “Keep a watchful eye on
your daughters, faithful!” he thundered, pacing back and forth before his audience.
“For they are weak and foolish, and susceptible to the devil’s charms! And once he has
had his way with a young girl, there is no saving her! For she has bargained her
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soul away, and lives only to carry out Satan’s bidding.”
Parents eyed one another nervously, wondering if Reverend Abbott’s words were
true. The young girls in the church looked down at their laps, and twisted their
fingers in their wool gloves, some fighting back tears.
“If a girl is found to be touched by the devil, there is no choice but to let the
cleansing flames of the Lord consume her, and pray that her soul will be saved by our
Heavenly Father at the end!” The reverend fixed his gaze on each young girl in the
congregation, but none would raise their heads to meet his eyes. He continued his
sermon, working himself almost to a frenzy. “This time of year is especially
dangerous! For on the darkest night of the year, on the terrible day of the winter
solstice, the devil’s powers are at their peak! Witches and demons and other fell
creatures walk the earth, and haunt the very forests outside this village. It is likely
that they will try to possess your daughters and make them the devil’s servants.
Beware of the solstice, for it draws nigh!”
One Sunday, the villagers were surprised to see Mercy and Abigail Black in the
back row of the church. It was the twenty-first of December, and would be the
longest night of the year. The two sat in silence, never taking their eyes off the
preacher. The other members of the congregation gave the sisters a wide berth, for
there had always been dark tales and strange rumors about them. Despite their
suspicions, however, each household had, at some point, asked for the Black sisters’
aid. Mercy and Abigail never refused, nor did they reveal what they had seen behind
closed doors; they had a silent agreement with the villagers.
When the fiery sermon was finished and the congregation filed out, Abigail
gestured to a young girl. “Katie,” she called. “Come here.” When the girl’s mother
looked at her in surprise, Abigail explained, “I need her to run an errand for me,
please. The widow Bennett is ill, and I would like Katie to take her some herbs.”
The girl’s mother nodded. “Come straight home,” she said to her daughter.
Abigail pressed a wrapped package tied in twine into Katie’s small hand. “Take
this to the widow,” she said.
Mercy took out another parcel, this one wrapped in cloth. “Hold out your other
hand,” she said. “I hear Reverend Abbott plans to stay with your family tonight. Is
that true?”
The girl nodded, not meeting Mercy’s eyes.
The older sister placed the small bundle into Katie’s hand. “I baked this tart for
him,” she said. “It’s filled with blackberry preserves. Give it to the Reverend with his
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dinner. He will surely take it, for he is greedy, and I hear he always desires something
sweet.”
The girl’s fingers closed around the cloth bundle. Mercy took the girl’s chin in her
hand, and tilted her head up. “Only the Reverend may have this tart,” Mercy said.
“Do you understand me? Do not leave it where anyone else may find it.”
Katie finally looked into Mercy’s eyes. In a voice so timid the sisters could barely
hear, she whispered, “Is it...for the solstice, miss?”
Mercy raised an eyebrow. “The solstice is a day like any other,” she said. “The
darkness is nothing to fear. This is simply a gift for the Reverend, Katie. He deserves
it.”
Katie nodded. Then she turned and ran through the church doorway, her braids
flying out behind her.

That evening, word spread that Reverend Abbott had taken horribly ill, and had
not recovered. In hushed tones, the villagers told one another how the preacher had
been doubled over with stomach cramps, gritting his teeth and moaning, as sweat
streaked his brow. With his last breaths, the man had prayed for mercy; through
clenched teeth, he rebuked the devil and his minions. For, as the villagers said, it was
surely the devil’s evil servants who had cursed the poor preacher on this, the darkest
night of the year.
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Dire Thorns
You cut your teeth on my soul, your morsel,
Rich red rum for your wandering tongue,
Wicked fables spun, enchanting,
Until the lore could lie no more;
Victors do not dwell here.
I had sought warmth in your embrace, and
Wrought only wrath in that dangerous place,
Ruins, ruined, charnel glinting in the gloaming,
I fled, hands blood-red, running until I found myself
Roaming through the birch bones of Mother Nature.
Kaleidoscopic fragmentations
Shone through gnarling branches, as
Piquerist wild winds and gossamer breaths
Were lost in the treacherous depths of my winter.
But She held me with Her skeletal trees, and
Soothed my arduous indignities,
She taught me each creature has its place,
That even dead things deserve some grace, and so,
I dwelled among Her forbidding, cloven spirits,
Bade by beasts under moonlit canopies, submitted
To my own wild nature, and finally grieved violently.
Thus, with edges sharpened to dire thorns,
Under the guidance of Her lunar paragon,
I learned;
Bright lights cast long shadows,
And dark things seek to douse them,
But I learned,
And I will not dull my blade,
My resplendent soul-dagger,
For the sake of a malapert
Ever again.

Damon Barret Roe
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If you were asked to be a vampire, how fast
would you let them bite you?
I wouldn't. I'm a lycanthropic heathen and I
refuse to betray my furry brethren. I'm pale
enough as it is anyway!

Do you believe it's possible to shed your skin
and transform with a howl to the moon?
If it isn't... well, let's just say there are gaps in my
memory that I may not want to fill.
Seriously though, I want to imagine that it's
possible and we've just gotten so lost in modern
life that time eroded our connection to that part
of ourselves.

There is an awful smell coming from your
basement, what is decaying down there?
HEY! I live down here!
The real answer: my will to Human.

Twitter: @moonbornewriter
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"I’m more afraid of
coming across them
outside of these walls
than I am of the
natives who espied us
in the copse."

Autumn of 1598 was one of despair,
disappointment, and disaster for the founders of
Dare. The Atlantic, with its inlets and swamps,
spelled defeat, demolition, and disease for the
denizens of this “proud advance” for the Crown.
The signs of suffering showed in mid-summer,
before the equinox, when The Tiger struck a shoal, resulting in the total loss of
supplies meant to buffer the already slim rations set aside for the winter. The
Tiger’s crew, intended as additional soldiers and hands for the harvest, was forced
to make a hasty retreat to England, taking along colonists fortunate enough to
have a position of prominence that afforded them an escape from the desperate
colony.
The dearth of hands at harvest was the least of the worries as, sadly, there was
no need. The fields yielded little in the way of crops, providing sparse pickings for
the humans, and even less for the animals they relied upon. Nor could the settlers
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any longer depend upon the neighboring natives who had eyed the white strangers
warily since their arrival.
The tenuous bond between colonists and natives had been shattered after the
equinox, when the new leader of Dare, Miles Holmes, made the rash decision to hold
a native envoy hostage to leverage better prices for the trade of foodstuffs. The
envoy’s chief, a man who had been on good terms with Holmes’s predecessor, was
enraged and insulted by this aggressive affront. Holmes, believing the New World
had been ordained to his people by God, decided the chief’s refusal to bargain meant
the envoy must die and he returned the man’s head in a basket, weaved in the fashion
taught to the colonists. The foul move provoked what was expected—a counterattack
that killed colonists who ventured beyond the palisade to search for needed food.

On solstice morning, Paul opened groggy eyes and felt the cold gnawing at his
bones. His stomach growled, but he stifled the pangs as he focused on his mother
preparing oats over a meager fire. Catherine smiled at him as she stirred.
“Oats again?” Paul raised himself from the ground, muscles straining to lift his
tiny form.
Catherine nodded and frowned, observing the skeletal form of her once vibrant
boy, and the pocks of scars upon his arms from the mosquitoes’ endless onslaught.
“I’m afraid so, Paul. Take heart though. Today is a special day and I’ve saved better
rations for our evening meal.”
“A treat?” A grin creased Paul’s taut face.
“Well, saltfish, but it’s better than oats.”
“What is the significance of the day, Mother?” he asked, thinking of the saltfish
he’d be having later that day.
“It is the Winter Solstice, and though the others of Dare don’t honor it, we
continue on with our familial tradition.”
“What will we be doing? Other than having special food?” Paul asked, curious
about this new holiday.
“We will be visiting your father and sister.”
Paul was taken aback, as Catherine spoke little of their deceased kin.
“We will take offerings to their graves when the Lady is at her nadir so they may be
protected before the Dark One revels in his long night and his cold grasp takes the
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land."
“The Dark One? The Devil?” Paul shivered from an eerily timed gust of wind
through the house.
Catherine chuckled. “No, the moon. His reign takes hold this evening, and he will
not allow the Lady to provide us with the warmth or the amount of light we need for
crops until she again has the strength to take control.”
“Oh.” Paul pushed his oats around with a crude wooden spoon. “What if the Lady
doesn’t get stronger?”
“She will,” Catherine answered. “Eat your oats, Paul, you will need your strength
as well.”
Paul nodded and tucked into his oats, anticipation of a new experience grasping
his mind.

After a lavish meal of saltfish and corn cakes, Paul waited for Catherine to signal
their departure. He watched as she placed two pieces of saltfish in a woven basket as
well as the remaining corn cakes.
“Are those for our journey? Will we be gone long?” he asked.
“These are for your father and sister,” she explained.
Paul scrunched his brow and cocked his head, but he didn’t ask more.
They exited their home hand-in-hand and braced themselves against the chill,
biting salt air of the Atlantic. Paul thought the Dark One might have taken hold
early this year and was about to voice that concern before he noticed Mother wasn’t
leading them to Dare’s burial grounds.
“Where are we going? Father and Betsy are resting in the churchyard.”
She signaled for silence. “Father and Betsy aren’t there. They are interred outside
of the palisade.”
“But I saw their ashes placed in the church’s ground,” Paul argued.
“Yes,” Catherine said. “But they did not stay there; I could not allow them to be
buried in such a place.”
“But—”
“Shh, no more questions until we’re outside of the wall. I will elaborate when we
reach our destination.”
They passed through the palisade gate with haste while the guards focused
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elsewhere, pitch-wrapped torches providing light but dulling their vision for the
shadows. Aware of this, Catherine kept close to the shadows and held Paul close, so
that he too would walk in their embrace.
Further from the palisade, Catherine slowed her pace and Paul looked to the west,
unable to see the sun, as a haze had hold of the day, and a gray pall claimed dominion.
“Has the Lady fallen early?” Paul asked.
“No,” she answered. “She is still awake, but the Dark One’s waking breath is
fogging her final moments.”
Reaching a copse, Catherine knelt and motioned for Paul to do the same. He
watched as she placed the saltfish and corn cakes atop two peculiar stones that faced
from east to west along the path where the Lady would descend to her rest. Catherine
spoke words in a language unfamiliar to Paul, and though he wished to ask questions,
he did not dare interrupt, seeing her eyes shut tightly and her head bowed. He felt
the prickle of cold in his knees, but remained in position as long as his mother.
He heard Catherine’s words fall to a whisper, and a flash of light from the sun
blinded him as it peaked over the zenith of the western hills. Her oath ended as the
sun bathed her face and she smiled. Paul gasped before he also grinned.
He watched her smile fade, and she clamped her hand over his. A shadow of a man
stood in the beams of the Lady’s last light and Paul could faintly see his darker
complexion, deerskin clothing, and eyes locked upon them.
“Are we in danger?” Paul whispered.
Catherine squeezed his hand. “He’s likely not alone. Stay calm, stay quiet, and do
as I.”
She lowered her head again, and spoke new words as the Lady entered bed for an
early rest. Paul noticed Catherine kept her eyes at a level where she could watch the
native who studied them with equal or greater attention. With the slightest of nods
as the Lady disappeared, the native abandoned his watch, joined by two others that
neither Paul nor Catherine had noticed before.
“We should head back.” Catherine gathered herself, brushing leaves off her skirts.
Paul followed, also slapping dirt from his own pants.
“Why do we give food to Father and Betsy when we have so little?” he asked,
looking back longingly at the saltfish and corn cakes.
“Father and Betsy will use our sacrifice to appease the Dark One and assure we
have enough sustenance for the winter months…until the Lady can return and bless
us with her fruits again.” Catherine’s eyes flickered with concern across the palisade.
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She tightened her grasp on Paul’s hand and he felt her tremble. “Are you cold,
Mother?”
“No.” She attempted to still the shake so her son would not notice. “We need to be
careful getting back inside the palisade gates.”
“Why?”
“Our fellows don’t look upon what we did, or this date, with the same reverence,”
Catherine explained. “In fact, they abhor it, and we are anathema to them because of
the rites we just performed. I’m more afraid of coming across them outside of these
walls than I am of the natives who espied us in the copse.”
Paul’s eyes widened as he felt the tremors in Mother’s arm return greater than
before. She released hold of his hand and whispered, “Run.”
“Mother?” he asked, stumbling.
“Run, Paul. Back to the copse, back to the natives.”
“Mother?” Paul repeated, feet still firmly frozen in place.
“Run, Paul!” Mother ordered and Paul, seeing torchlight from the palisade gates,
finally understood the peril. He dashed in the direction of the copse, taking care to be
as quiet as possible with each footstep—dodging fallen leaves and branches alike—
and into the coverage of the wood.
From a distance, a woman’s scream carried on the wind. Tears brought unwelcome
warmth to his cheeks because he knew it was Mother’s final cry. A hand fell upon his
shoulder, and he jumped away, startled. A native looked down at him and spoke the
language of the colonists.
“Come with us,” he said as he lifted Paul from the ground. “Your mother, they’ve
killed her?”
Paul nodded.
“Savages,” the man said and wrapped his arm around Paul to lead him off in the
direction of his village.
The boy didn’t ask how the native knew he would return to the copse, or why the
man was willing to take him in. He surmised it to be a final blessing from the Lady on
this day of her long rest.

In Dare, the embers of the pyre upon which Catherine had been burned for her
Sin had long faded. The Dark One, angered by the deed on the dawn of his domain,
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decided to use the settlement as his anvil.
The first blow of his obsidian hammer upon Dare was a wave of famine, caused by
mold staking claim to what few grain stores remained, and rats devouring and
befouling the rest. On the rats’ tails came the Dark One’s second blow—disease, and
the number of colonists dwindled down to a dozen, who ate dirt and shaved pine
bark for sustenance. Their hunger could not be satiated and from this peril rose
madness and from that, cannibalism. When ships returned from England the next
year, they found none alive, and an abandoned colony, barren of the rays of the sun
and cast into shadow.
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"When the trees dare
to breathe again, they
hang heavier,
bending under the
weight of the atrocity
that occurred."

Three days and sixteen hours since I last slept. It is
starting to take its toll. The shadows dance across
the room each time I dare blink. My eyelids throb
and scratch like sandpaper as they close and the
taste of blood and bile rises in my mouth. If I lie
down, the room spins. If I stand, I tilt, as if my
internal axis is damaged and can no longer keep me upright.
Instead, I sit. I draw my knees up on my rickety chair made of the birch that fell
down in my yard seven months ago.
You have purpose yet. This is not your ending.
I face the window and stare out at the grey wetness. The moss covering the stone
path swells in the rain, feeding on the delicious droplets that fall to it. My mouth
feels like a desert, but I am too unwell to take the eight steps to the kitchen and
pour a glass of water. Besides, I cannot look away.
Something is about to happen.
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There is movement out in the woods. I do not see it, but I sense it. Something is
not as it should be and that is why I cannot tear my gaze from my window.
For a moment, the sky lights up, as if by lightning. I know that is not the nature
of it, for it is too silent, and the brightness lingers just too long. Thunder neither
follows, nor precedes it, but instead there is only a perfect, eerie stillness. For that
moment, it is as if the world outside stops, paused by this artificial lightning. The
trees, which usually appear to breathe in even the slightest of breezes, now hold their
breath, waiting out a horror that is playing out among them. The moment is short—
perhaps three seconds—but that is more than sufficient time to notice the
disruption. When the trees dare to breathe again, they hang heavier, bending under
the weight of the atrocity that occurred.
And the event I have been fearing begins.
A bell rings in the attic. The windchime on the porch plays frantically. Three
crows land in trees facing my window. This will not stop, and so I must keep my
vow.
I have rituals that keep me safe, spells protecting every entrance to my home, and
charms on my person, but I fear leaving the sanctuary that is my tiny log cabin. Since
the last event, I have not left my own property, unwilling to face the world that exists
outside of my bindings. Defensive sigils are carved into the soles of the boots I pull
on, and a layer of rosemary and salt sits beneath the woollen insoles. The lining of my
coat is embroidered with a prayer to hide me from the gaze of creatures who intend
harm, and stitched into each pocket are three small bloodstone beads. I am well aware
that I am paranoid, but considering past experiences, I am not fully convinced my
response is disproportionate.
Every part of my body screams to go home as I cross my front garden in the
direction I am being summoned. Each step is heavier, each breath harder, until I find
myself doubled over, hyperventilating on the edge of the property line, between the
lavender and rosemary bushes. Their sweet, strong fragrances mock me, as if I have
any choice but to walk away from their protection, but as I look back to the cabin,
the ringing of the bells and wind chimes starts up once more.
This is your destiny. A vow has been sworn.
I step across the property line and I am instantly cold; any protection I had is
drained from my body. I wrap my coat tighter and push forward. This will not end
until I have seen what I need to see, so I try to focus on nothing more than following
the magnetic call of the event.
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Trying to maintain this tunnel vision is not an easy task. Every step I take creates
a crack or a rustle that echoes across the forest, and although it may just be a breeze
through the trees, there is always a chance of a presence. Twice, I am convinced that
the branches snapping under me are human fingers, reaching out for help, and the
mud squelching up from around them is thick, congealing blood, but then the object
I stepped on is swallowed up and I am unable to check.
There is a force that guides me in times like these. It is less like the tangible signs I
noticed at home; the crows and bells do not follow me here. Once I leave my wards,
my instinct moves freely, and I find the event on my own. Still, I notice changes
around me. The breeze trails off and leaves the trees frozen, twisted away from the
direction I am heading. By the time I reach the edge, the once-majestic pines are fully
disfigured, bending at the roots to escape.
I have arrived. I stop at the border and take in the forest around me before
stepping into the new place. It is blurring already, a mess of green and brown, rain
and mud, the smell of pine slipping away. The event is a bubble; it is disconnected
from the world outside. Whatever happened, it did not happen ‘here’, in the physical
sense. It is only ‘here’ because I am here to experience it.
The forest around me fades. I am in a clearing, frozen in a moment mid-lightning.
Snow covers the ground, and the trees around the edges are now birches, not pines.
Tall, slender shapes with soft silver skin peeling off in strips, bending around this
fully contained sphere of painful solitude. An unmoving stream cuts the space in
half, and a boulder sits two meters from the water's edge. No, not a boulder, I realise,
as my eyes adjust to the unnatural white light of the new environment.
It’s you.
I move closer, abandoning my rule of keeping distance. Often, events make little
sense but here, the familiarity is so powerful, it almost chokes me. I have to make
sure.
You’re sleeping, right? Please tell me you’re sleeping. No, you sleep standing, or
with your legs folded. Not unceremoniously tipped onto your side, like the victim of a
child’s prank.
I am right next to the body and can see in full what I somehow knew to be true. I
fall to my knees and weep. The unexpected wetness coating my dry eyes is not a relief;
it stings and blurs my vision. But I have already seen it.
Not a prank—something much crueller.
A cow, lying on her side, legs sticking straight out. She has been slit cleanly from
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throat to tail, and she has had her left eye, udders, and sex organs removed. I place my
hand on her shoulder; she is warm, though there is no pulse. Slowly, I slide my hand
down to where she is cut open, and gently lift the flap. On the inside, she is
completely empty. Where one would expect to see blood and mess and organs, there
is nothing, just the inside of her skin, and the impossibly clean frame of bones that
holds her shape. The ground beneath her lacks any evidence of a brutal attack, just
clean, white, undisturbed snow.
You finally found a way to contact me.
That sensation of being watched, of something pacing outside of my home,
desperately trying to find a way in, to continue torturing me from beyond the grave...
For so long, there has been a target on my back, and this is it. She has found me at
last.
I sit back and look around, hand still resting on the cow’s warm body. The sorrow
is powerful but no longer overwhelming, faded into an odd melancholic nostalgia.
Do you remember, when I was a child, how scared I was? I would never climb a
tree, or swim in a lake, or play on the swings. Every day, I was terrified of something
terrible happening if I lost control for a second.
I watch her, looking for a reaction, but her empty, bloodless eye-hole gapes up at
the sun. I am aware that, physically, she is not the one I am speaking to—for her body
is long gone—but a stand-in.
I learned about rituals from watching you. The way you hung bunches of dried
herbs in bedroom windows to keep out the nightmares, how you salted the threshold of
every house we lived in, kept crystals in every room to drive out negativity. Of course, I
wanted to learn that from you. Of course, I wanted the secret to keeping safe, to
defeating the dread that took over my life. Do you remember when I was twelve and
the nightmares started? You told me about Maran, the demon who would torture
people by sitting on their chests as they sleep. She was obsessed with counting, you said,
and tipped a bowl of seeds outside the bedroom. That would give her something to do.
Not long after, I realised I was obsessed with counting. When I realised things
happened in threes. All your rituals with the three components: material, verbal and
spiritual. The threefold law of return, which returned any spells to the caster. And
the three omens that would take you away from me when there was an event. Those
bells and windchimes haunted me in my sleep, and the crows—I would have spat at
them had I not been convinced they would tear my eyes out.
You spoke of protection and the laws of energies so passionately that I truly believed
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you were doing your best to save me. In my darkest moments, when I was convinced
that I was possessed by Maran, I was sure that you were the only thing keeping me
human.
I lie down, next to the cow, feeling the wetness of the snow seep through my
clothes. I do not feel the cold though, for the impossible heat radiating from the
cow’s body encourages me, invites me to keep going.
I needed a mother. When I scraped my knee, I didn’t need salves and healings, I
needed reassurance that these things would happen and I would survive. When I had
nightmares, would it have killed you to hug me and tell me they’re normal? That
they’re supposed to go away on their own? You made the horrors conjured up by my
brain into a real enemy that could be fought.
Unable to fight it any longer, I lean into the sick desire that elbows its way to the
front of my mind.
I pull up the skin flap and crawl inside.
I am clumsy and cry out as I accidentally knee her, but she just opens wider to
allow me access. Curling into foetal position, I sob heavily, letting the grief take
control of my body. My spine aligns along hers and her ribcage locks me into place.
The skin falls down heavily, and it strikes me that it does not smell like death as I
imagined. It smells like the cedarwood incense that always lingered in my mother’s
hair.
I miss you. But I am not sorry for trying to escape being your child, and I am not
sorry for refusing to carry on your bloodline. I inherited two curses from you, one
through the combined efforts of your genetics and rituals, one from an ancestral vow
made centuries ago. I don’t know which has harmed me more.
The skin begins to shut in front of me. I can see the bright sunlight reflecting off
the midwinter landscape, shimmering birches, through a slit that shrinks and
shrinks, until I am fully enveloped, tucked into my mother’s embrace.
At last.
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From anthologies about the woman's experience, to multiple poetry collections, and
signed copies of the Mother of Crows' original trilogy, you're bound to have your
curiosity piqued by our works.

Grimm & Dread is available for
preorder, releasing on December
10th, while Ravens & Roses is
currently on sale.
Discover more on our website!

www.quillandcrowpublishinghouse.com/shop
As much as our dark hearts are warmed by beautiful books, we've got you literally
covered this chilly season with brand new Crow fashion and timeless classics.
Beanies, mugs, and more are available in our shop.

Black Vampyre hoodie.
Unisex. Cotton blend.
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Hand-poured scented candle
based on Lucius from
Quill & Crow sweatpants.
Cassandra L. Thompson's
Cotton blend, fleece lining.
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